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Short Story Contest
The illustrious Santa Barbara Lawyer short story contest remains open to all SBL readers. The rules are 1) each person
may enter only once per month, 2) entries must be between
35 and 350 words, and 3) all June entries must begin with
this sentence:

“With one last look at the letter, the
woman raised her eyes to the man
seated across the table and stated the
obvious – ‘We definitely need a lawyer.’”
The top few entries will be published in the next issue, and we plan to renew the contest each month. In
addition to publication, the June winner will also receive a $50 discount off the price of an SBCBA
event. The discount can be used for the Golf & Tennis Tournament, an MCLE program, the Annual Dinner,
next January’s Bench & Bar Conference – you decide! Winners will be determined by the SBL editorial staff
in our sole, arbitrary and capricious discretion. Submit your entry to jsweeney@aklaw.net by July 1st. Enjoy!
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Professional Liability
Case Alert:
Creating an Unintended AttorneyClient Relationship—It’s Easier
Than You Might Think
By Eric Berg

M

ost lawyers have a reasonably clear understanding of what is required of them when they
agree to represent a client—they make sure
to obtain a written Fee Agreement, signed by both attorney and client, defining the parties’ respective rights and
obligations with respect to the assignment. But are there
other scenarios under which an attorney-client relationship
can be established, absent a written agreement between
the parties? For the unsuspecting lawyer, the answer is a
resounding yes. There are all sorts of situations whereby
the lawyer, perhaps inadvertently, says and does things
that can cause an attorney-client relationship to be created
without anyone ever signing a single piece of paper. Being
aware of California law on this topic is critical in protecting
yourself from having to untangle a professional relationship
you never sought to create in the first place.

Three Scenarios
Consider the following situations:
1. You’re at a party, and a guest finds out you are a lawyer. The guest then asks to speak to you privately, and you
agree. The guest then shares information about his legal
situation with you, and you offer some general advice
about how you might go about resolving the situation.
You say goodnight.
2. You have a former client for whom you successfully
handled a real estate transaction five years ago pursuant to
a somewhat general and vague attorney client fee agreement. The same client now comes to you and says he has
a potential personal injury case, but the accident happened
almost two years ago; does he have a potential statute of
limitations problem? You tell the former client that various
limitations periods may apply to this case and he may be
running out of time to pursue legal action. The former client thanks you, and the conversation ends. The relevant
limitations period expires, and no case has been filed.
3. You have an initial consultation with a prospective
client at your office. Facts about the case are discussed,
and you offer some general ideas about possible ways to
6

handle the issue. The prospective client leaves the
meeting believing that you
are going to be his lawyer.
You leave the meeting
assuming that the client
is going to consider your
advice and let you know
if he wants to “formally”
engage you. You don’t
hear from the prospective
client again, but in the
meantime a critical case
deadline passes.
Eric Berg
Has an attorney-client
relationship been formed
in any of the above scenarios? For the unwary California
practitioner, the answer, unfortunately, is “maybe.”

What’s the Relevant Law in California?
The attorney-client relationship is created by contract,
either express or implied. (Neel v. Magana, Olney, Levy, Cathcart & Gelfand (1971) 6 Cal.3d 176, 181 [98 Cal.Rptr. 837];
Houston General Insurance Co. v. Superior Court (1980) 108
Cal.App.3d 958, 964 [166 Cal.Rptr. 904]; Miller v. Metzinger
(1979) 91 Cal.App.3d 31, 39-40 [154 Cal.Rptr. 22].) The distinction between express and implied-in-fact contracts “relates only to the manifestation of assent; both types are based
upon the expressed or apparent intention of the parties.”
Responsible Citizens v. Superior Court (Askins) (1993) 16 Cal.
App.4th 1717, 1732 [20 Cal.Rptr.2d 756], quoting 1 Witkin,
Summary of Cal. Law (9th ed. 1987) Contracts, § 11, p. 46.
Notwithstanding the absence of an express agreement
between the parties, their conduct, in light of the totality of
the circumstances, may nevertheless establish an impliedin-fact contract creating an attorney-client relationship.
(Cf. Del E. Webb Corp. v. Structural Materials Co. (1981) 123
Cal.App.3d 593, 611 [176 Cal.Rptr. 824]; see Kane, Kane &
Kritzer, Inc. v. Altagen (1980) 107 Cal.App.3d 36, 40-42 [165
Cal.Rptr. 534]; Miller v. Metzinger, supra, 91 Cal.App.3d 31,
39-40.) (See also Civ. Code, § 1621 (“An implied contract is
one, the existence and terms of which are manifested by
conduct.”).)
Neither a retainer nor a formal agreement is required to
establish an implied attorney-client relationship. (Farnham
v. State Bar (1976) 17 Cal.3d 605, 612 [131 Cal.Rptr. 661];
Kane, Kane & Kritzer v. Altagen, supra, 107 Cal.App.3d 36.)
A number of factors, including the following, may be
considered in determining whether an implied-in-fact
attorney-client relationship exists:
Santa Barbara Lawyer
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Whether the attorney volunteered his or her services to
a prospective client;
Whether the attorney agreed to investigate a case and
provide legal advice to a prospective client about the possible merits of the case;
Whether the attorney previously represented the individual, particularly where the representation occurred over
a lengthy period of time or in several matters, or occurred
without an express agreement or otherwise in circumstances similar to those of the matter in question;
Whether the individual sought legal advice from the attorney in the matter in question and the attorney provided
advice;
Whether the individual paid fees or other consideration
to the attorney in connection with the matter in question;
Whether the individual consulted the attorney in confidence; and
Whether the individual reasonably believes that he or she
is consulting a lawyer in a professional capacity.
Cal. State Bar Form. Opn. 2003-161.
This final listed factor is called out in Opinion 2003-161
as being of particular relevance:
“One of the most important criteria for finding an
implied-in-fact attorney-client relationship is the consulting individual’s expectation – as based on the appearance of the situation to a reasonable person in the
individual’s position. [citations]. Although the subjective
views of attorney and client may have some relevance,
the test is ultimately an objective one. [citations] The
presence or absence of one or more of the listed factors
is not necessarily determinative. The existence of an
attorney-client relationship is based upon the totality of
the circumstances.”
It is important to keep in mind that not every contact with
an attorney results in the formation of an attorney-client
relationship. In a frequently cited case, the court found
that it was not sufficient that the individuals asserting the
existence of an attorney-client relationship “‘thought’ respondent was representing their interests because he was
an attorney.” (Fox v. Pollack, supra, 181 Cal.App.3d 954, 959.)
The court noted that “they allege no evidentiary facts from
which such a conclusion could reasonably be drawn. Their
states of mind, unless reasonably induced by representations or conduct of respondent, are not sufficient to create
the attorney-client relationship; they cannot establish it
unilaterally.” Ibid. [Emphasis added].
With this underlying legal authority in mind, what is the
potential problem for the lawyer in each of the scenarios
discussed at the beginning of this article?
June 2016

In the first scenario, the parties excused themselves to
a private room, which begins to look very much like a
“confidential” communication. The lawyer compounds the
problem by volunteering legal advice to the guest.
In the second scenario, the parties had a pre-existing
attorney-client relationship. While the attorney may have
concluded that his work was done when the real estate
transaction at issue concluded, the client may have walked
away thinking that he still had an ongoing relationship with
the lawyer such that the lawyer would be representing him
for all of his legal needs going forward. And the lawyer
did not do himself any favors by offering even a general
opinion on a looming statute of limitations issue that the
former client was facing.
In the third scenario, while the meeting can certainly be
couched as an “initial consultation,” it is certainly a meeting
being held in the lawyer’s professional capacity, and there
was both the seeking and giving of legal advice during the
consultation.

What’s the Solution?
For the confused practitioner, there are some basic best
practices that can be utilized to lessen the risk of an unintended professional entanglement. Here are some suggestions:
1. Do not give legal advice outside your field of expertise.
Although it is obvious to most attorneys that a lawyer
who does family law may not be qualified to discuss the
particulars of tax law, it is not obvious to all laypersons. If
you are discussing an area outside your normal field, clearly
indicate that fact: “I am not a tax lawyer and I don’t know
enough about tax law to properly advise you. You should
really talk to a tax professional about whether you are
properly deducting that expense.”
2. Make sure your retainer agreements are precise about
what you will and will not be representing the client on.
Continued on page 14
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Data Breach
Precautions for
Lawyers
By Richard C. Solomon

T

he recent hacking of the Mossack Fonseca law
firm in Panama puts into bold relief the risks faced
by firms holding client secrets on their servers.
Certainly, law firms representing businesses doing or hoping to do business with China know that they are vulnerable
because security experts have documented electronic intrusion on a regular and continuing basis. But what about a solo
family law practitioner who has clients’ social security and
credit card numbers on file digitally? Identity thieves would
see such a source as a treasure trove of data. Similarly,
lawyers representing clients in complicated, high stakes
deals typically keep electronically marked up copies of draft
contracts and privately distributed deal points and negoti-

ating strategies. Wouldn’t
the other side love to see
those revelations?
The standard of care
issue is particularly challenging to apply: what
steps should law firms and
solo practitioners take to
minimize data breaches
and, if it happens, to minimize the potential liability
risks? In this context, the
principles of confidentiality and competence apply.
Richard C. Solomon
Lawyers must “maintain
inviolate the confidence
. . . and secrets of his or her client[,]” [Cal. Bus. & Prof.
Code § 6068(e)(1)] and lawyers “shall not intentionally,
recklessly, or repeatedly fail to perform legal services with
competence.” [Cal. Rules of Professional Conduct, Rule
3-310(A)]. Not much guidance here. These principles have
been fleshed out a bit in Formal Opinion 2010-179 from the
California State Bar Standing Committee on Professional
Responsibility and Conduct, discussing unauthorized access
to confidential client information. The Committee quoted
approvingly from a comment to ABA Model Rule 1.6 listing
factors to be considered in determining “reasonable precautions.” Comment 17 to Model Rule 1.6 (in effect as of 2010).
The “factors to consider” approach was continued in a
recent revision to both the competence and confidentiality
provisions of the ABA Model Rules. The revised comment
to the competence rule states: “[8] To maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer should keep abreast of
changes in the law and its practice, including the benefits and
risks associated with relevant technology. . . .” Model Rule 1.1,
Comment 8 (emphasis added). And, likewise, the recent
amendment to Rule 1.6 on confidentiality, added this language: “A lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to prevent
the inadvertent or unauthorized disclosure of, or unauthorized access to, information relating to the representation
of a client.” Model Rule 1.6(c). The revised Comment to
Rule 1.6 fleshes out the “reasonable efforts” requirement:
“The unauthorized access to, or the inadvertent or unauthorized disclosure of, information relating to the representation of a client does not constitute a violation of paragraph
(c) if the lawyer has made reasonable efforts to prevent the
access or disclosure. Factors to be considered in determining the reasonableness of the lawyer’s efforts include, but
are not limited to, the sensitivity of the information, the
likelihood of disclosure if additional safeguards are not
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employed, the cost of employing additional safeguards, the
unencrypted client information is stolen and accessed to
difficulty of implementing the safeguards, and the extent to
the client’s detriment, that lawyer will be held negligent
which the safeguards adversely affect the lawyer’s ability
as a matter of law. That laptop doesn’t have to be stolen.
to represent clients (e.g., by making a device or important
Consider working on a client matter on a laptop or tablet
piece of software excessively difficult to use).” Model Rule
while using free public WiFi at a favorite coffee shop: un1.6, Comment 18.
encrypted data can be easily accessed by a nearby thief.
Responding to these questions requires balancing risks
2. Using easily hackable passwords on portable devices:
and costs. On the risk side, consider the quantity and
the days of 8 (or less) character passwords should be gone.
sensitivity of the client data on the law firm’s servers. The
Experts estimate that it takes around 17 hours to hack an
Mossack Fonseca firm, for example, had details regarding
8-character password. In contrast, a 12 or more character
thousands of shell corporations, their true owners, and,
password that contains a mix of letters (both lower and uppossibly, the assets they were holding. The risks posed both
per case), numbers and special characters (#$%^) is much
to the firm and its clients of a data breach were enormous.
harder to crack and, hopefully, will deter all but the most
Under the ethics rules of any American state, the standard of
determined hacker. So, if you must store sensitive client data
care would most likely have required the
on your laptop, use at least a 12 character
firm to conduct a complete security asor longer password on all “entry points”
sessment of its data acquisition, storage, Laptops and smart
into that data (such as firewalls, WiFi
and retrieval systems from the mundane
connections, and individual computing
phones
get
stolen.
(such as locks on the doors to the room
devices). And, of course, that data must
housing the firm’s servers) to the arcane A lot. All client
also be encrypted.
(such as password protocols and data
3. Failing to install security patches and
information stored on updates
backups). It would also have required it
on all computers that are conto then institute appropriate precaution- portable devices must nected to the internet: This is very comary measures to minimize data breaches.
mon and a big mistake. Failure to install a
be encrypted.
Similarly, the solo practitioner or small
recommended patch could subject office
firm with a family law or estate planning
computers to higher risks of intrusion.
practice – to the extent that it keeps sensi4. Insufficient training of lawyers and
tive client data in digital format – would be expected to also
staff regarding common data breach entry points: Thieves
take “reasonably appropriate” precautions. The challenge
have become more sophisticated at targeting e-mails to
is figuring out what precautions are reasonable in light of
resemble the “real thing” (aka “spear phishing”). Consider
the lawyer’s particular circumstances.
an e-mail received by a receptionist claiming to be from the
Dozens of data breaches of law firms have been reported
firm’s IT provider asking for the employee’s identification
around the country (and no doubt many, many more have
and password to “fix” something; or e-mails with attracgone unreported), and most states require businesses
tive, apparently legitimate links which are, in reality, and
to notify their clients/customers and the state of data
if clicked, intended to insert some kind of malware in the
breaches. See Cal. Civil Code § 1798.82(a); see also https://
system. Everyone in the law office must be trained, and peoag.ca.gov/system/files/LT%20Clients%20Sample%20
riodically retrained, to spot these threats. Again, the failure
w%20How%20To_1.pdf? for a notification letter from a
to conduct such training – assuming that that failure was a
California law firm flowing from a “ransomware” attack. I
proximate cause of the data breach – would be considered
could find no reported decisions involving client lawsuits
negligence per se in a malpractice lawsuit.
against lawyers arising from a data breach. Nevertheless,
It is an easy temptation for lawyers practicing solo or in
there has been extensive commentary on the issue which
small firms to think that security precautions are unnecessuggest the following minimum precautions applicable to
sary for them and to continue with business as usual. Of
all lawyers who use a computer or other electronic device,
course, if they never store clients’ sensitive data digitally
and who have client’s sensitive data digitally stored on
on their computers or portable devices, and never used
their system(s).
e-mail or the internet in their practices, reasonable precau1. Storing unencrypted client data on portable devices:
tions would be limited to making sure the doors to the
Laptops and smart phones get stolen. A lot. All client inoffice were locked after business hours. But that world is
formation stored on portable devices must be encrypted.
I am confident predicting that if a lawyer’s laptop with
Continued on page 31
June 2016
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New Capital Sources
and New Risks
“Regulation Crowdfunding”
and Other Equity Crowdfunding
Offerings
By Daniel Fabiano, Esq., MBA

M

ay 16, 2016 marked a milestone for growing
businesses and their legal counsel: the SEC’s
implementation of Title III of the Jumpstart Our
Business Startups Act (“JOBS Act”), known as Regulation
Crowdfunding1, became effective on that date. Equity
crowdfunding is a method of financing by which a private
issuer sells securities via an online platform. Crowdfunding
differs from other private placements under the Securities
Act of 1933 in that, depending on which rule is being used,
the issuer may be able to publicly solicit or take investment
from unaccredited investors.2 For the growing business,
Regulation Crowdfunding, along with other iterations
of crowdfunding rules, allows greater access to potential
investors. In a time when capital sources are drying up and
investors seek more mature companies3, this new legal
framework carries great potential for growing businesses.
However, crowdfunding creates new legal challenges and
risks for the issuer of securities (“issuer”). In order to guide
an issuer through a crowdfunding offering, counsel must
understand the risks and benefits of each type of offering.
This article will briefly touch on Regulation A+ and Rule
506(c) crowdfunding offerings, provide a more thorough
framework for new Regulation Crowdfunding offerings,
and finally address several specific issues that counsel must
address in all crowdfunding offerings.

Regulation A+ and Rule 506(c) Offerings
Prior to Regulation Crowdfunding, most crowdfunding
offerings were via SEC Regulation A4, as amended in 2015
and commonly known as “Regulation A+,” and Regulation
D, Rule 506(c).5 A Regulation A+ offering can be made to
any investor, but is highly complex and will almost certainly
cost the issuer well into six-figures in fees and compliance
if done properly. This amounts to a mini-IPO, and is only
recommended for established companies.
A Rule 506(c) offering allows the issuer to generally solicit to accredited investors. There is no cap on the amount
of capital raised and ongoing reporting requirements are
minimal, but the issuer must take reasonable steps to verify
10

that investors are accredited. In practice, Rule
506(c) offerings take place
behind member-only paywalls on crowdfunding
websites that pre-screen
issuers before they are
allowed to solicit investors. Rule 506(c) offerings
are, in many respects, the
most advantageous for a
business and should be
recommended if the issuer can get through the
Daniel Fabiano
screening process and
onto the website. However, a Rule 506(c) offering presents much of the same
problem for issuers: only the strongest or best connected
will get an audience with the accredited investors, who may
be small in number but have the most capital.

Regulation Crowdfunding Framework
Regulation Crowdfunding was enacted to open access
to seed capital for issuers that are not positioned to utilize
Regulation A+ or Rule 506(c). Conversely, it allows unaccredited investors the opportunity to join the market.6
An issuer may raise up to $1,000,000 per year through
Regulation Crowdfunding offerings. The shares purchased
generally may not be transferred for one year. The offering
must be done through a licensed intermediary platform but
is not integrated with other offerings, allowing the issuer
to utilize other private placement methods simultaneously.
The issuer must disclose on both SEC Form C and on the
intermediary platform, among other things, the identities
of all officers, directors, and shareholders with 20% or
more equity, business risk factors, potential shareholder
risks and transfer restrictions, the valuation method, and
related-party transactions. For offerings of under $100,000,
the principal executive must personally certify the financial statements, whereas offerings between $100,000 and
$500,000 require that the financial statements be reviewed
by an independent accountant. An expensive independent
audit of the financial statements is required for offerings
of between $500,000 and $1,000,000, though first time
crowdfunding issuers offering within this tier may provide
financial statements that have been only reviewed.
Investors that make under $100,000 per year may only
invest the greater of $2,000 or 5% of their annual income,
Continued on page 12
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Structuring a Crowdfunding Transaction to
Protect the Capital Structure

Fabiano, continued from page 10
while investors that make over $100,000 can invest up to
10% of their annual income, though they are capped at
$100,000 in aggregate investments. Issuers are not generally
obligated to confirm whether investors are in compliance,
and may rely on the intermediary platform’s efforts.
The issuer is allowed to generally solicit by directing
the public to the intermediary platform. The issuer must
be careful, however, not to solicit any investors prior to
initiating the offering on the intermediary platform, and to
ensure that any advertisement outside of the intermediary
platform is limited to factual statements about the business
(no marketing fluff), the terms of the offering, and the location of the intermediary platform.
Finally, the issuer must file Form C and post it on its website annually until the reporting requirement is terminated.
The SEC has estimated the cost of preparing a Form C to be
$2,500 for an offering of $100,000, and $6,000-$20,000 for
offerings of more than $500,000.7 Counsel should review
Regulation Crowdfunding to determine when the issuer is
able to stop reporting.

Balancing the Legal Pros and Cons of
Crowdfunding
Counsel should be aware of some pros and cons to inform
the issuer’s cost and benefit analysis.
The issuer will benefit from easy access to capital, potentially lower legal fees than other private placements,
public exposure for the issuer, easy communication with
investors (if structured properly), the ability to dictate the
terms of the offering, and potentially less active investors
than traditional venture capitalists (though this may be a
negative factor at the same time).
However, the issuer will be forced to publicly disclose the
business model, financial condition, and identity of major
owners, and gain the cost of ongoing compliance plus the
fee the intermediary platform will take, in exchange for
up to $1,000,000, which may not be sufficient to grow the
business. Furthermore, if the intermediary platform has
an “all-or-nothing” approach, by which the offering is not
consummated until a funding goal is met, the issuer may
accrue legal fees with no guarantee of financing. Third, a
crowdfunding offering raises new tax issues and reporting
requirements for the issuer.8, 9 Finally, there are significant
legal risks in the assumption of personal liability of issuers,
risks in poorly structuring the transaction, and the possible
disclosure of an idea or process that is a trade secret or
potentially patentable.
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Possibly the most important task for counsel in a crowdfunding offering is to properly structure the transaction. If
the crowdfunding offering is not structured properly, the
issuer may gain the administrative headache of communicating and managing a large amount of shareholders. For
an inexperienced issuer that has no experience in managing investors, the sudden influx of personalities could be
a prohibitive distraction. Moreover, if the offering was
made under Regulation Crowdfunding and the investors
do not have experience as shareholders, they may make
unreasonable demands on the issuer’s time. Second, the
issuer must be careful to avoid structuring the transaction in
a manner that will render it unattractive to later investors,
who are often loathe to invest onto crowded capital tables
or alongside unaccredited investors.
A structure that prevents an influx of investors directly
into the business would solve both problems. Counsel
should determine if the intermediary platform offers any
structure for the investment or creates an investment vehicle for the transaction. For example, the intermediary
platform Seedrs holds the crowdfunding investors’ shares
in the capacity of nominee, which keeps a clean capital
table for the issuer.10 Similarly, Fundrise, a leading real estate
intermediary platform, fully funds the real estate purchase
itself, whereas the crowdfunding investors receive notes
on the asset.11 This author’s general review of the leading
intermediary platforms found little information on this
topic, so counsel should be vigilant.
If the intermediary platform does not offer a structure
that is issuer and venture capital-friendly, counsel must
create one in advance. The most venture capital-friendly
structuring of a crowdfunding offering is a two-entity
structure by which a separate holding entity is created for
purposes of the crowdfunding offering, with the underlying
business being held as a wholly owned subsidiary of the
holding entity.12 Shares in the holding entity would be sold
to the crowdfunding investors, and then the holding entity
would purchase shares of the subsidiary entity. Thus, the
holding company, owned by both the crowdfunding investors and the founders, would wholly own the underlying
business, yet the underlying business would only show one
shareholder – the holding company. If the issuer requires
later investment, venture capital would be attracted to the
virtually empty capital sheet of the subsidiary. Furthermore,
the administrative headache would be mitigated since all
investor communications could be directed to the holding company, for the directors of it to disseminate to the
crowdfunding investors.
Santa Barbara Lawyer
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Alternatively and to keep the founders in a separate structure than the crowdfunding investors, a new investment
entity could be created solely to be owned by crowdfunding investors without the parent/subsidiary relationship
of the prior example. In this structure, the founders would
maintain their shares of the underlying business and dilute
out their ownership of the new investment entity during
the crowdfunding offering. The investment entity would
then purchase shares of the underlying business pursuant
to a contract between the holding company and underlying
business, executed and disclosed prior to the crowdfunding offering. At the end of the transaction, the investment
entity would own a share of the underlying business as
one shareholder, while the founders’ stake remains in the
underlying business. Again, this limits the number of investors and allows investor communication to be directed to
the investment entity as a sole shareholder. Unfortunately,
utilizing multiple entities can be complex, raise legal costs
on the issuer and, depending on the entities utilized, increase potential tax exposure once the issuer turns a profit.
Additionally, a preemption term in favor of the issuer
should be included in the shareholder agreement or Articles
of Incorporation to ensure that later venture capital financings can proceed under other Regulation D rules. If unaccredited crowdfunding investors were to hold preemptive
rights, they could demand to partake in a later financing
that is limited to 35 unaccredited investors, thereby taking the offering outside of the SEC exemptions.13 Counsel
should also consider taking steps to allow the issuer to buy
back shares to clear out its capital table if needed, and to
terminate the ongoing reporting requirements. This can be
done via a shareholder agreement that includes a buyback
provision, or the issuance in the crowdfunding offering of
solely preferred shares subject to a buy back provision in
the Articles of Incorporation.
The foregoing structural and shareholder implications
must be disclosed to the potential crowdfunding investors,
and would likely make the investment less attractive. These
considerations should be balanced based on the needs and
future plans of the issuer.

Personal Liability to Issuers
Counsel must make clear to the issuer that the private sale
of securities is heavily regulated, and an issuer takes substantial personal liability in partaking in a crowdfunding offering. Generally, all anti-fraud and civil liability provisions
of the Securities Act of 1933 and Securities Exchange Act of
1934 apply to any crowdfunding offering. The most notable
difference between Regulation Crowdfunding and other
crowdfunding offerings is that Regulation Crowdfunding
June 2016

expands issuer liability beyond merely the party selling the
securities to directors and principal financial, accounting,
and executive officers (and the intermediary platform).14
Thus, counsel must ensure that all of the key personnel
perform stringent due diligence to ensure that there are no
material misstatements or omissions (or fraudulent acts)
before a Regulation Crowdfunding offering.
Regulation Crowdfunding also presents a novel causation issue.15 Any plaintiff must prove actual reliance on
the material misstatement or omission by the issuer. Given
the limited number of investors in a Regulation A+ or Rule
506(c) crowdfunding offering, there is no broad “fraud on
the market” type theory to prove reliance by the investors.
Moreover, courts will assume that the accredited investors
in those offerings were more sophisticated, and not in need
of the same level of protection as Regulation Crowdfunding investors.
By contrast, a broad and public Regulation Crowdfunding offering to both accredited and unaccredited investors
could lend itself to a “fraud on the market” theory of reliance
by the investors. Moreover, issuers can expect authorities
to be aggressive in monitoring Regulation Crowdfunding
offerings.

Intellectual Property Risks
Counsel must ensure that the issuer does not devalue
its intellectual property by over-disclosing it during the
crowdfunding offering. This will require the issuer, and
counsel, to walk a tightrope. Crowdfunding investors will
look for a strong intellectual property portfolio, and the issuer may wish to market the strength of their idea, process,
or product in such terms that maximizes the likelihood of
gaining investors.
However, if the issuer were to disclose too much of a
patentable product or process, they may undermine their
ability to prove the novelty of the product or process in their
patent application. Similarly, disclosing a secret product or
process during the crowdfunding offering would prevent
the issuer from later claiming it was a trade secret.
In addressing the language and scope of disclosures,
counsel should assume that the crowdfunding disclosures
and investor solicitations will likely show up later in any
patent opposition or trade secret litigation, and counsel
accordingly.

Conclusion
Crowdfunding can be a significant source of capital for
new and growing businesses. In particular, Regulation
Crowdfunding can be a potent source of seed and bridge
financing. Yet that opportunity comes with significant risks.
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Feature
Counsel for the issuer must be thoroughly familiar with the
relevant securities laws, rules and regulations, as well as
knowledgeable of the real world aspects of a crowdfunding
offering, to ensure that the offering leads to growth rather
than a dead end.
Daniel Fabiano is a business attorney with Buynak, Fauver,
Archbald & Spray, LLP, providing strategic counsel to emerging
businesses. He also holds a MBA from Claremont Graduate
University.
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Section 4(a)(6) of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended by Title
III of the JOBS Act.
SEC Rule 501 defines an accredited investor as an individual
with a net worth in excess of $1,000,000 or an annual income of
$200,000. 17 C.F.R. § 230.501.
National venture financing and deals Quarter 1 of 2016 are both
down 11% relative to Quarter 1 of 2015. See: “MoneyTree Report,
Q1 2016.” by PricewaterhouseCoopers & the National Venture
Capital Association, April 2016 (May 3, 2016), http://www.
pwc.com/us/en/technology/assets/national-moneytree-reportsummary-q1-2016.pdf.
See: 17 C.F.R. §§ 230.251. et seq.
See: 17 C.F.R. § 230.506.
The Supreme Court famously stated that the purpose of the
Securities Act of 1933 was to protect investors. SEC v. Ralston
Purina Co. (1953) 346 U.S. 119, 124. Given the relaxation under
the JOBS Act amendments, it can plausibly be said that, at least
in this narrow context, Congress intends the relevant statutes to
be interpreted to allow some investor risk in the name of business
growth and equal investment opportunity.
SEC Final Rules: Regulation Crowdfunding, p. 406 (May 3, 2015)
(https://www.sec.gov/rules/final/2015/33-9974.pdf).
It also bears noting that if the issuer is a S-Corporation, the issuer
must ensure that it stays under the 100 shareholder threshold,
and it cannot utilize some of the structural recommendations in
this article.
It is recommended that a tax professional be consulted in conjunction with any offering of securities.
Seedrs FAQ: What Do You Buy With an Investment? (May 3, 2016)
(https://learn.seedrs.com/faqs/#what-do-you-buy-with-aninvestment).
Fundrise FAQ: What is a Note; Who is the Issuer of the Notes? What
am I investing in? (May 4, 2016) (https://fundrise.com/education/
faq#item260).
For a comprehensive analysis of capital structure risks, see: Crowe,
Byron, After Online Equity: De-Crowding and Accommodating Venture
Capital. Suffolk University Law Review, January 31, 2014.
For example, Rules 505 and 506 of Regulation D, commonly used
in venture financings, both cap unaccredited investors at 35.
See: § 4A(c) of the Securities Act of 1933.
For a discussion of crowdfunding liability exposure, see: Parsont,
Jason W., Crowdfunding: The Real and the Illusory Exemption. Harvard
Business Law Review 2014.
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Berg, continued from page 7
Too many retainer agreements suffer from being overly
vague and broad as to the scope of services. If the document
creates any doubt in the client’s mind about what you will
and will not be offering advice on, you have a problem. Do
not be afraid to spell out in the Agreement precisely what
it is that you will NOT be representing the client on (e.g.,
“this Agreement does not cover any appeals.” )
3. Make it clear immediately during the initial conversation that the person may have a legal problem that he or
she should consult with a lawyer about. If that lawyer is
you, offer to schedule an appointment in your office and
discuss what you will charge.
4. Encourage the questioner to seek formal advice quickly,
especially if there is a statute of limitations affecting a possible claim.
5. Always follow up in writing. Reiterate what you advised, your understanding of the facts that you relied on
in formulating the advice, the existence of the statute of
limitations, and the importance of obtaining competent
legal advice. If you are not undertaking the representation,
spell that out with precision in the written communication.
6. Remember that whatever the prospective client told
you is presumed to be in strictest confidence. You cannot
share gossip with friends simply because you learned about
it in casual conversation. If the other party reasonably believed the information was subject to the attorney-client
privilege, then it was. This is so even if you expressly decline
representation.

Conclusion
The State Bar Formal Opinion referenced above sums up
the issue, but only to a point: “Lawyers should be sensitive
to the potential for misunderstandings when approached
by members of the public in non-office settings.” With all
due deference to the State Bar, a “misunderstanding” may
be the least of the attorney’s troubles. It is scary to contemplate legal malpractice liability to someone you do not even
regard as your client, and therefore have not taken steps to
protect that person’s interests. A little caution on the front
end, however, can go a long way towards avoiding long
term unintended consequences.
Eric Berg is the Founding Partner of Berg Law Group. He focuses
his practice on commercial litigation, including the defense of lawyers and law firms in professional negligence claims.
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Associate Justice Mariano-Florentino Cuéllar
Reception With Wine & Appetizers

"Reﬂections on Joining the California Judiciary”
The Justice will give remarks about joining the court and language access, with Q&A.

Friday July 8, 2016 from 5:30-7pm
Santa Barbara County Courthouse Historic Mural Room
Payments
Received

On or before

After

6-24-2016
6-24-2016
_________________________________________________________________________________
Members
$45
$55
Nonmembers
$55
$65

Event sponsorship opportunities available. To reserve and pay by credit card, or if you have
questions, call SBCBA at (805) 569-5511 or email: sblawdirector@gmail.com.
Please send checks to SBCBA at 15 W Carrillo St, SB, CA 93101.

Justice Mariano-Florentino Cuéllar began serving on the California Supreme Court in
January 2015. He was nominated by Governor Jerry Brown, conﬁrmed unanimously by
the Commission on Judicial Appointments, and retained by the voters for a full term in
November 2014.
A member of the Stanford University faculty from 2001 to 2015, Cuéllar was the Stanley
Morrison Professor of Law and Professor (by courtesy) of Political Science. His books,
articles, and chapters focus on administrative agencies, executive power, legislation, and criminal justice,
among other subjects, and he is co-author of one of the nation's leading administrative law casebooks.
In 2009 and 2010, while on leave from Stanford, Justice Cuéllar worked at the White House as Special
Assistant to the President for Justice and Regulatory Policy. He negotiated provisions in food safety,
tobacco, and sentencing reform legislation; convened the White House’s food safety working group and
coordinated its response to the BP oil spill; set up the President's Equal Pay Task Force; worked on the
bipartisan repeal of the military's Don't Ask/Don't Tell policy; and led efforts to support communitybased crime prevention and immigrant integration.
A naturalized U.S. citizen born in northern Mexico, Cuéllar received a B.A. from Harvard magna cum
laude, a J.D. from Yale Law School, and a Ph.D. in Political Science from Stanford. After law school, he
began his career at the U.S. Treasury Department’s Ofﬁce of Enforcement, and clerked for Chief Judge
Mary M. Schroeder of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.
June 2016
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Make us your personal injury trial firm.

We welcome referrals and co-counsel relationships. Generous referral fees paid.
l Vehicular/Bicycle/Pedestrian Accidents, Product

Liability, Premises Liability, Defective Products,
Carbon Monoxide Poisoning.

l Trust your referral to us. We get results because

we know how to maximize case value and have the
experience and resources to win.

l Our office has a combined 75 years of trial practice

and experience. We have tried over 150 personal
injury cases to verdict resulting in many 6 and 7
figure verdicts and settlements.

Renee Nordstrand

(805) 962-2022
www.nordstrandlaw.com

2014 Attorney of the Year Award recipient

225 East Carrillo, Suite 202 • Santa Barbara, CA 93101

Lindenauer Mediation
1 Victoria

Lindenauer, Esq. 1

StreaMLined approach
reSuLtS
coSt effective
Over 25 years PI litigation on the Central Coast
Trained MediaTor:
Straus Institute
Pepperdine University

MediaTion PanelisT:
Santa Barbara, Ventura, San Luis Obispo
Resolute Systems, LLC

(805) 730-1959
lindenauer_mediation@cox.net

www.lindenauermediation.com
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The Quantification
of Expert Opinions
By Robert Sanger1

I

n last month’s Criminal Justice column, we discussed
the inclusion of science in the law school curriculum
where the education process begins for law students
who will be the future lawyers and judges. We noted that
judges and lawyers will be dealing with an ever expanding and complex process of dealing with science in the
courtroom.
One of the biggest developments is the quantification of
expert opinions. As noted last time, the Science Magazine
Special Issue, “Forensics; Evidence on Trial,”2 highlighted the
efforts of forensic scientists to abandon ages old opinions,
like “To a reasonable degree of scientific or medical certainty,” “It’s a match,” or “There is a zero error rate.” This
testimony and opinions about “Identification” or “Individualization” is being replaced by the language of probability.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the United
States Army and other government agencies have been active in trying to develop appropriate language to be used
by “experts” in court. The effort is not only to develop
verbal characterizations but to explore the possibility of
statistical expressions of opinions. The National institute
of Justice (NIJ) awarded a $20 million dollar grant to Iowa
State University to study the possibility of this statistical
alternative. Other academic institutions in the United States
and abroad are working on the problem.
It is clear that lawyers and judges, civil and criminal, who
are used to calling, or allowing, experts to testify to the
old opinions are in for a shock. This Kuhnian revolution3
is taking place right now even if many of the experts who
routinely testify have not gotten the message. Unprepared
experts, lawyers and judges may not be aware of, or may
be resisting, the paradigm shift. But it is here.

The Law
To recap, the United States Supreme Court said in Kumho
Tire that, “. . . an expert, whether basing testimony upon
professional studies or personal experience, employs in the
courtroom the same level of intellectual rigor that characterizes
the practice of an expert in the relevant field.”4 The California
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Supreme Court has said
in Sargon that California is
also bound by the Daubert/
Kumho Tire requirements
and that experts may not
“speculate.” 5 This new
paradigm, experts testifying in the same fashion
that they would discuss
matters in the laboratory,
is not all that new.6 However, we see “experts” testifying in everyday court
to the same non-scientific
Robert Sanger
opinions.
We have discussed this
before but now the scientific community is stepping up
and the paradigm is shifting from the top down. This will
be resulting in challenges in trial courts and eventually appellate decisions reviewing those trial court rulings. So far,
the forensic work within the new paradigm is beginning to
take hold even though many judges and lawyers are late to
appreciate it. Having said that, the law of Daubert/Kumho/
Sargon embraces the general concept and, now that the
problem is being addressed nationally and internationally,
there is no turning back.

The Efforts to Quantify the Weight of Forensic
Evidence – The Science
NIST hosted a Colloquium on May 5 and 6, 2016, and
invited statisticians and some forensic scientists. The discussion centered around how an expert should quantify
her or his opinion. In other words, if experts can no longer
use terms that are non-scientific and merely persuasive on
behalf of the side that called them, how do they express a
truly scientific opinion? The suggestions ranged from not
expressing an opinion at all and just setting forth the data,
to using a verbal scale of confidence (like strong, moderate,
weak), to using numerical statistics. The statistical suggestions ranged from frequentist, to simple likelihood ratios
(LR), to Bayesian LR’s to Bayesian networks and beyond.
As much as I would enjoy (perhaps to the reader’s chagrin)
writing extensively about the technical aspects of each of
these suggestions, there really is not space here to do so.
Let me summarize and then go on to discuss the bigger
picture going forward. Verbal quantification has been used
in the past and has been the subject of debate in various
disciplines. The words used – such as strong, moderate and
Continued on page 20
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Legal News
had known him for much of his career.
Presiding Judge James Herman recounted first meeting
Montes de Oca when Montes de Oca was hired as an assistant public defender by the Santa Barbara County Public
Defender’s office, where Herman also worked, and that
for a time they shared an office they termed the “bullpen.”
Herman noted that even then he was struck by Montes
de Oca’s intelligence, passion and honesty, and that these
traits led to the universal respect he enjoyed throughout
his tenure at the Public Defender’s office, culminating in
his appointment as Public Defender in 2010.
Next up was Judge Thomas Adams, who noted Montes
de Oca’s thoroughness and attention to detail as a public
defender, as well as his devotion to his clients. He then
shared an entertaining and tongue-in-cheek story about his

Enrobing of
Judge Raimundo
Montes de Oca
By James P. Griffith

O

n April 14, 2016, the swearing-in ceremony for
Superior Court Judge Raimundo Montes de Oca
was held at the Veterans’ Memorial Hall in Solvang
before a large crowd of well-wishers. Set against the impressive backdrop of all of the sitting judges in the county
decked out in their formal robes, Montes de Oca was welcomed warmly by three of his now-peers, each of whom
Judge Tom
Adams

Judge Montes
de Oca and
family

Judge Colleen Sterne
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welcoming gift to the new judge: having read a study finding that “hungry judges dispense rough justice,” and having
been gently informed by his clerk that was sometimes “not
himself” when he operated on an empty stomach, Adams
gave Montes de Oca a large bag of Snickers bars to help him
get through those long afternoons on the bench.
Judge Colleen Sterne commented that she was extremely
pleased to be able to welcome Montes de Oca to the court,
as she had encouraged him several times over a number of
years to consider becoming a judge, beginning with when
she sat on the family support court and he handled matters
before that court in his capacity as a public defender. Sterne
noted that Montes de Oca was always well-prepared, patient and respectful, but a firm and zealous advocate for his
clients when he needed to be – in short, she said, he was a
“consummate pro.” When Montes de Oca finally applied
and was confirmed to the Superior Court, Sterne confessed
that she felt a similar type of satisfaction to a baseball scout

who is the first to spot the talent of a player who ends up
in the major leagues.
Following the introductions by Judges Herman, Adams
and Sterne, Monique Limón, a member of the Santa Barbara County Board of Education, confirmed from her own
personal experience all of the positive things that the judges
had said about Montes de Oca, or as she called him, “Tìo
[Uncle] Ray.”
Following his formal swearing in by Judge Herman,
Montes de Oca then took the stage, and after thanking the
previous speakers, commented with characteristic humility
that after listening to their fulsome praise, “all I can say is,
I wish it were all true.” He promised to work hard and do
his very best as a judge, as he had done for his clients as a
public defender, and expressed his appreciation for everyone who had helped him along the way. If indeed past is
prologue, Judge Montes de Oca can look forward to a long
and distinguished judicial career.

Judge Herman swearing in the newest judge.

Judge Montes de Oca and his wife Emma.
June 2016
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Sanger, continued from page 17
weak or likely, somewhat likely and cannot rule out – still
represent a quantification. In some cases, it has been proposed that a statistical quantification table be developed and
the verbal equivalents be assigned based on the numerical
score which, as discussed below, has its own problems.
Nevertheless, however you look at it, words expressing
confidence in the conclusion, an assessment of the strength
of the evidence or the frequency or likelihood of a particular
hypothesis are still quantitative in some vague sense.
Statistical models use numbers to interpret the data.
DNA has been held out as the “gold standard” at least
since the National Academy of Sciences report in 2009.7
Of course, the type of DNA analysis considered involves a
non-degraded, uncontaminated sample, properly preserved
and from a single donor with all siblings, and relatives to
the 2nd degree eliminated as possible suspects. Based on
a fair test, it should result in data that can be compared
against a relevant population which will render a statistical result. The most basic version is a comparison of the
two hypotheses, the “prosecutor’s hypothesis” and the
“defense lawyer’s hypothesis.”8 Simply stated, what is the
likelihood ratio between the questioned sample being left
by the Person of Interest9 and by anyone else?
More complex models involve the assignment of numerical values to prior and posterior probabilities. All these models involve subjective assumptions and the more complex,
the more subjective. One speaker at the Colloquium was
from Amsterdam where she indicated forensic experts will
use an advanced Bayesian network, assigning posterior
probabilities to matters both within and outside of their
scientific expertise. For instance, she gave an example of tire
marks in a lawn that were linked to two different types of
tires (one on the front and one on the back) with a wheelbase that approximated the Peugeot automobile owned
by the person of interest who was arrested with such a
vehicle. She then derived data from various sources such
as going to the Ikea parking lot and recording the brands,
models and sizes of tires parked there and such as calling a
tire dealer to ask if it is common for people to buy different
tires for the front than the back of their vehicle. She then
assigned probabilities to each of these (and several other)
factors and, using a Bayes network, calculated an overall
likelihood ratio comparing Hp to Hd (the hypothesis that
the defendant left the tire marks and the hypothesis that
anyone else did).
This approach was questioned by many in attendance.
Others thought that stand alone LR’s or limited Bayesian
calculations might be warranted. There was particular
20

criticism for attempting to use statistics where there really
was no scientific basis. For instance, in fingerprints, facial
recognition, trace evidence, ballistics, tool marks and other
areas, it was largely conceded that there is not sufficient
information currently to quantify either the data from the
examined item or the relevant population. In other words,
while Bayes formula can be followed, a good part of the
input is subjective or from otherwise unproven data.

The Efforts to Quantify the Weight of Forensic
Evidence – The Outcome
The most interesting aspect of the conference for
someone like me -- a lawyer who calls to the stand or
cross-examines experts – was that there was so much
disagreement among the best and the brightest who have
invested their careers in trying to solve this problem. The
discussions among the scientists making presentations and
the members of the audience, many of whom presented
on other panels, became heated. One of the speakers who
presented on Thursday essentially said that none of this –
verbal or statistical – should be presented to the trier of fact.
Without a more scientific basis, the opinions, couched in
scientific jargon or numbers, would be highly influential on
jurors but could not eliminate the bias of the expert or the
myriad of other possible problems, such as contaminated
data or even willful planting of evidence. When this speaker
presented again the next day, Friday, his PowerPoint ended
with a slide, “Thank you Friends!” with a tag line underneath saying, “If I still have any friends.”
Another researcher, one of the few who studied the actual impact of expert testimony on jurors, concluded that
whatever the verbal or statistical rendering of an expert
opinion, jurors tended to get it wrong. And jurors not only
get the quantitative aspect wrong but they get the underlying significance of the testimony wrong. He found, for
instance, that jurors applied different meanings to words
and that the quantification actually led to distortion of the
substantive aspects of the testimony.
Another prior speaker who, at this point, spoke from the
audience, said that there is a more fundamental problem. He
gave an example of going to the doctor and seeking advice
about a potentially serious health problem. After getting a
second opinion, the two doctors turned to twelve lay people
selected from the community who then voted to remove
his kidney. It is hard not to have your majesty-of-the-law
and due-process-in–the-courtroom bubbles popped at this
point. Nevertheless, his comment prompted some angry responses from “forensic scientists” who claimed it was their
specific duty to discharge their professional responsibilities
and not to allow jurors to reach their own likelihood ratios.
Santa Barbara Lawyer
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By the end of the conference, it appeared that the researchers at Iowa State University with its $20 million dollar
grant will have their work cut out for them. As far as I could
tell, they were not there. Some of the NIST OSAC groups
studying standards for individual forensic scientific areas,
also not heavily represented, will probably propose verbal
or statistical quantification of the opinions in their specific
areas. All areas will still avoid the now discarded terms of
persuasion. In light of the lack of consensus among the
statisticians, it is unlikely that there will be general agreement on a protocol that transcends the preferences of the
individual OSACs. The challenge, therefore, will be to the
lawyers and judges who must evaluate the soundness of
the diverse opinions, now and in the future, so that they
do not violate Daubert/Kumho Tire/Sargon. They will have
to assess what is the “intellectual rigor that characterizes
the practice of an expert in the relevant field.”
Maybe the problem at the conference was that philosophers were underrepresented. The importance of philosophy, nevertheless, was acknowledged in the Colloquium.
It has long been recognized that statistics, philosophy and
empirical evidence are conjoined in the effort to understand
and interpret scientific data. 10 Considerable philosophical
thought and writing has been devoted to the “vagueness”
problem, the Sorites Paradox and the “problem of the
many.” Basically, drawing lines is difficult if not impossible. Thought has also been given to Frege’s “sense and
reference” and Wittgenstein’s later linguistic philosophy.
Without getting too involved, the questions associate with
quantification involve not only vague boundaries but the
inherent problem of communicating ideas between speaker
and listener. The statisticians acknowledge that there are
subjective components of almost all models and, at least
some involved in the Colloquium, recognize that communication of opinions in any form is subject to being lost in
the communication between expert and trier of fact.
If this is correct, perhaps the goals should be much more
modest. Jurors will have their own prior and posterior
probabilities based on their life experiences and the other
evidence that they heard in the case. To believe that an expert could be entirely objective and could render an entirely
antiseptic opinion essentially proposes a system where the
expert’s opinion can be put into a computer running Bayes
formula and the result spits out for the plaintiff or defendant. It would almost be like trial by artificial intelligence.
That may have been a science fiction prediction from the
1950’s but it is not supported by the research today.

Conclusion
We – all of us, civil or criminal and plaintiff/prosecution
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or defense – need to watch these developments closely.
Before the Colloquium started, some of the participants
were confident that they would be able to come up with
a verbal or even a statistical model for forensic expert
opinions. By the end of the conference some, but not all
of them, lost hope for this outcome. Ultimately, we lawyers – and judges – are the consumers of forensic goods.
We will need to look critically at each and every proposal
to quantify opinions.
Robert Sanger is a Certified Criminal Law Specialist and has
been practicing as a criminal defense lawyer in Santa Barbara
for over 40 years. He is a partner in the firm of Sanger Swysen &
Dunkle. Mr. Sanger is Past President of California Attorneys for
Criminal Justice (CACJ), the statewide criminal defense lawyers’
organization. He is a Director of Death Penalty Focus. Mr. Sanger
is a Member of the ABA Criminal Justice Sentencing Committee
and the NACDL Death Penalty Committee. He is a Member of
the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS).
Mr. Sanger is also a member of the Jurisprudence Section of the
American Academy of Forensic Sciences (AAFS) and an Adjunct
Professor at the Santa Barbara and Ventura Colleges of Law.

Endnotes
1
2
3

©Robert M. Sanger.
Science, March 11, 2016, Vol. 351, Issue 6278, pp. 1128-1146.
Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, University
of Chicago Press (1962). Kuhn’s famous thesis was that scientific
thinking is defined by the accepted paradigm of the current scientific community and, only when that paradigm is challenged – the
paradigm shift – can true progress occur. The idea that forensic
experts should only be allowed to express opinions in a scientific
fashion, as opposed to being allowed to use hortatory or polemical
prose, is such a paradigm shift.
4 Kuhmo Tire Co. v. Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137 (1999) (emphasis added).
5 Sargon v. USC, 55 Cal.4th 747 (2012) where the California Supreme Court said: “. . . the trial court has the duty to act as a
gatekeeper to exclude speculative expert testimony.”
6 Someone once quipped that a Kuhnian revolution is not so
much that the established scientific community adopts the new
paradigm but more that the old scientists die off and the younger
generation proceed in their absence. This may be true to a certain
extent of the legal system.
7 National Research Council, Strengthening Forensic Science in the
United States: A Path Forward, National Academy of Sciences
(2009).
8 There is a problem with this in that it focuses on criminal prosecutions and also assumes that the defense would proffer a defense
pre-trial so that the expert could do her or his evaluation. Another
way to look at it is to use the null hypothesis, that is, if Hp is the
prosecutor’s hypothesis, Hd would be the null set.
9 Another step forward is the almost universal rejection of the term
“suspect” or “defendant” in favor of “Person of Interest.”
10 See, e.g., Mark Taper and Subhash Lele (eds.), The Nature of
Scientific Evidence, University of Chicago Press (2004).
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BONGIOVI MEDIATION
Mediating Solutions since 1998
Mediator • Arbitrator • Discovery Referee

“There is no better
ambassador for the
value of mediation than
Henry Bongiovi.”

HENRY J. BONGIOVI

AV Preeminent Rating
(5 out of 5)
AVVO Rated ‘Superb’
(10 out of 10)

Conducting Mediations
throughout California
805.564.2115
www.henrybongiovi.com

Ethics

FA M I LY L AW M E D I AT I O N

ProblEms?

Why?… Because It Works

TRUSTED MEDIATION AND SETTLEMENT MASTER

Retain an expeRt
Consulations and
Expert Testimony

SERVICES F O R M O R E T H A N 3 5 Y E A R S

• Dissolution of Marriage
• Custody and Visitation
• Parenting and Time-Share Plans

BENJAMIN BYCEL
705-9054

1114 State Street
Santa Barbara, Ca 93101

benbycel@benbycel.com

www.ethics4law.com

n

All Consultations are
confidential

Plaintiff and Defense
Representation

• Pre and Post Marital Agreements

• 30 years of court room
experience

• Legal Separation
• Guardianship and Conservatorship

• Founding Executive Director
of Los Angeles City Ethics
Commission

Rachel Lindenbaum Wilson, Attorney at Law and Mediator
1996 SBCBA ProBono Service Award- Establishment of the SB Children

• Former Dean Santa Barbara/
Ventura College of Law

In The Middle Program

n

(805)

• Spousal and Child Support

• Co-Author – Ladies and
Gentleman of the Jury

June 2016

PHONE 805-564-2191
wilsonpettine.com

ATTOR N EY S AT LAW
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Wilson & Pettine, LLP
1006 Santa Barbara Street Santa Barbara,CA 93101

SBCBA

Verdicts & Decisions
Cunningham v. Feeley
Santa Barbara Superior Court, Anacapa Division
Case Number:
Type of case:
Type of proceeding:
Judge:
Length of trial:
Length of deliberations:
Date of Verdict or Decision:
Plaintiff:
Plaintiff’s Counsel:
Defendant:
Defendant’s Counsel:

1402046
Medical malpractice
Jury trial
Honorable Donna D. Geck
Approximately 4 ½ weeks
2 ½ hours
October 22, 2015
Shaun Cunningham
John B. Richards of the Law Offices of John B. Richards
Kelley Feeley, M.D.
Thomas F. McAndrews of Reback, McAndrews, Kjar, Warford & Stockalper

Overview of Case: Plaintiff asserted a single cause of action for medical negligence in connection with a central line
placement by Kelley Feeley M.D. at Goleta Valley Cottage Hospital. Plaintiff claimed that Dr. Feeley failed to utilize her
ultrasound wand to confirm placement of the central line in Plaintiff’s jugular vein prior to insertion of the central line. As
a result, Dr. Feeley mistakenly placed the central line in Plaintiff’s carotid artery which caused Plaintiff to suffer a stroke
resulting in permanent left sided deficits and the loss of his career as a security specialist at Raytheon.
Facts and Contentions: Shaun Cunningham presented to the emergency room at Goleta Valley Cottage Hospital,
via EMS, on March 3, 2011 complaining of chest pain and dizziness. He was noted to have a history of hypertension and
was presenting with acute chest tightness/pain, dyspnea and near syncope which was thought to potentially be associated with his recent taking of hydrochlorothiazide.
The patient’s pulmonary status deteriorated with progressive hypoxemia requiring intubation. As a result a decision
was made to place a central line which was accomplished using an ultrasound. After identifying the compressible structure, Dr. Feeley inserted the needle under direct visualization, aspirated dark blood confirming venous placement, and
thereafter fed the guidewire and dilator. A post placement chest x-ray showed the line to be in an incorrect position.
A subsequent ABG confirmed arterial placement, and it was decided that the line would be removed after transfer to
Santa Barbara Cottage Hospital. The patient was transferred and thereafter the central line was removed. The patient
developed a clot and thereafter suffered a stroke resulting in neurologic deficits.
Plaintiff alleged that the standard of care required Dr. Feeley to have confirmed guidewire placement in Plaintiff’s jugular
vein via ultrasound prior to dilation and that it was the misplacement of the line in Plaintiff’s carotid artery that caused
the stroke.
Defendant denied liability and contended that the standard of care did not require Dr. Feeley to confirm guidewire
placement in the jugular vein via ultrasound prior to cannulation and that the inadvertent placement of the central line
in the Plaintiff’s carotid artery was a known risk and complication. Moreover, Defendant contended that the decision of
how and when the line was removed was not that of Dr. Feeley.
Summary of Claimed Damages: Plaintiff claimed loss of earnings/earning capacity of $1,000,000 and future medical and attendant care in excess of $2.5 million.
Result: Defense Verdict 12:0 no negligence.
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SIXTH ANNUAL FOOD FROM THE BAR DRIVE

- J ULY 1 through July 31, 2016 -

Kickoff Event

Wednesday, June 29
from 5:30-7:00pm
Taffy’s Pizza, 2026 De La Vina St.

We will recognize sponsors &
provide info about the Drive!
20% of proceeds to benefit the Foodbank!

Food From The Bar Drive Sponsors Wanted
This year will mark the 6th annual Food from the Bar Drive! Once again, the funds raised
through Food from the Bar will benefit the Foodbank's Picnic in the Park program to
feed children in our County. A staggering 84% of children in our County who receive free or
reduced lunches during the school year get nothing in the summer.
We are looking for "Community Partner" sponsors to partner with us to feed ever more
children this summer. Our goal is to raise over $15,000 to benefit the Foodbank.
We hope we can count on your sponsorship of the 2016 Drive to ensure it’s a success!

Food from the Bar Sponsorship Levels 2016
Platinum -$1,000 or above

Gold -$500 or above

Silver -$250 or above

All contributions go directly to the Foodbank!
Contact Kuldeep Kaur for more information. kksblawyer@gmail.com | (805) 453-3560

Thank You To Our Platinum Sponsors
And to the entire legal community
for your ongoing support of this annual event!
Santa Barbara Women Lawyers | PO Box 20276 | Santa Barbara | CA | 93120 | www.sbwl.org
June 2016
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2016 AWARDS
SANTA BARBARA COUNTY
BAR ASSOCIATION
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The Santa Barbara & Ventura
Colleges of Law Opens
Enrollment for its Updated
Online Master of Legal
Studies Program

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
TO THE SBCBA BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

SANTA BARBARA and VENTURA, Calif. – The
Santa Barbara & Ventura Colleges of Law (COL)
announces new program modifications for its online
Master of Legal Studies (M.L.S.) degree for non-lawyers. Program updates include an accelerated timeline for degree completion and additional options for
electives, concentrations, and a campus residency.

The Santa Barbara County Bar Association is seeking applications
and nominations for its 2017 Board
of Directors. Prospective Directors
should be enthusiastic and reliable,
with previous volunteer and board
experience, and sufficient time to
devote to a position on our Board
for at least a one year term.

Launched in 2012, COL’s M.L.S. is designed for
graduate students and seasoned professionals from
varying areas of study and careers who seek to gain a
better understanding of the U.S. legal system and its
implications for their field. Degree candidates gain
expertise to navigate the legal challenges that arise in
every setting, including business, education, health
care, human resources, and law enforcement.

If you or someone you know is interested in being nominated to the
Board, please contact Elizabeth E.
Vogt at eevogt@vogtfamilylaw.com.
Briefly describe your interest in
serving on the Board and provide a
current CV, including volunteer or
non-profit experience.

Offered online, COL’s 30-credit M.L.S. degree can be
completed in 18 months, one course per every 8-week
term. Upon entering the program, students will
choose between two concentrations: Frontiers in Law
or Regulatory Compliance and Legal Risk Management.
Colleges of Law is accepting applications for the Fall
2016 term. For more information on the Master
of Legal Studies program, including admission and
scholarship requirements, visit www.collegesoflaw.
edu/Master_of_Legal_Studies_MLS, contact admissions@collegesoflaw.edu, or call 805-765-9719.

June 2016

Applications and nominations
should be received by July 15, 2016.
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GREEN&BLUE
A COA S TA L C E L E B R AT I O N

Sunday, June 12, 2:00-5:30 PM
Rancho La Patera & Stow House, Goleta
A FUNDRAISER FOR THE ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE CENTER
Purchase tickets at www.EnvironmentalDefenseCenter.org/GB

ENVIRONMENTAL HERO HONOREE
Dr. Charles Lester
Former Executive Director
California Coastal Commission

Legal protection for what really matters
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The Santa Barbara County Bar Association invites
Members, Guests & Family to our Annual Bar BBQ
When: 5 pm, Friday, June 17, 2016
Where: Tucker’s Grove
Celebrate the beginning of summer! With its special oak woodland environment,
Tucker’s Grove is the perfect location for our Annual Bar BBQ. A delicious BBQ will be
prepared by master chef-attorneys Rusty Brace and Mack Staton and beverages by
expert bartender Will Beall! Outstanding red, white and rose wines donated by Joe
Liebman! Mingle with fellow attorneys and judiciary.

Mail checks to: Santa Barbara County Bar Association, 15 W. Carrillo St. Ste. #106,
Santa Barbara, CA 93101

June 2016
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2016 SBCBA SECTION HEADS
Alternative Dispute Resolution

Employment Law

Mandatory Fee Arbitration

David C. Peterson
772-2198
davidcpeterson@starband.net

Alex Craigie
alex@craigielawfirm.com

Bench & Bar Relations:

Estate Planning/Probate

Maureen Grattan
963-9721
mgrattan@rogerssheffield.com

Tom Hinshaw
882-4558
thinsb@gmail.com
Eric Berg
708-0748
eric@berglawgroup.com
Scott Campbell
963-9721
scampbell@rogerssheffield.com
Naomi Dewey
966-7422
ndewey@BFASlaw.com
Michael Brelje
965-7746
gmb@grokenberger.com

Criminal

In House Counsel/Corporate Law

Real Property/Land Use

Catherine Swysen
962-4887
cswysen@sangerswysen.com

Betty L. Jeppesen
jeppesenlaw@gmail.com

Debtor/Creditor

Intellectual Property

Stephen Dunkle
sdunkle@sangerswysen.com

962-4887

Carissa Horowitz
cnhorowitz@yahoo.com

963-8611

Family Law

Civil Litigation
Mark Coffin
mtc@markcoffinlaw.com

Tim Deakyne
tdeakyne@aklaw.net

845-1752

248-7118

708-6653

Christine Kopitzke
ckopitzke@socalip.com

963-9958

845-3434

Josh Rabinowitz
jrabinowitz@fmam.com
Bret Stone
bstone@paladinlaw.com

898-9700

Taxation
Peter Muzinich
pmuzinich@rppmh.com
Cindy Brittain
Cdb11@ntrs.com

For information on upcoming MCLE events,
visit SBCBA at http://www.sblaw.org//

963-0755

966-2440
695-7315

Lawyer Referral Service

805.569.9400
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Feature
Solomon, continued from page 9
long gone. The risks are there, and
the ethical offense of consciously or
unconsciously ignoring them could be
considered as egregious as failing to
take reasonable precautions. Finally,
if your eyes glaze over at the words
“encryption,” “patch,” “update” or
“ransomware,” please have a qualified
security expert examine the digital
data aspect of your practice and advise
you accordingly.
Richard Solomon currently is an active
consultant on legal ethics and an arbitrator,
primarily in labor relations and employment disputes. He retired in 2001 after 25
years as Professor of Law at Southwestern
University Law School in Los Angeles
where he taught Legal Ethics, Employment
Law, and Civil Procedure. He graduated
UCLA Law School in 1967, and has lived
in Mission Canyon since 1988 with his
wife, Jana Zimmer.
Richard also serves as a Commissioner
with the Santa Barbara County Civil
Service Commission (since 1994), as a
member of the Ethics Committee of the
Visiting Nurse and Hospice Association
of Santa Barbara (since 2002), and as
a member of the board of directors of the
Mission Canyon Association. He served
four terms on the board of the Planned
Parenthood of Santa Barbara, Ventura
and San Luis Obispo Action Fund during
which he chaired the Electoral Committee
and the Board.
He is passionate about sailing, cooking,
and playing with his grandchildren.

The Other Bar:

Meets every Tuesday at noon at 330 E. Carrillo St. We are a state-wide network of recovering
lawyers and judges dedicated to assisting others within the profession who have problems
with alcohol or substance abuse. We protect anonymity. To contact a local member go to
http://www.otherbar.org/ Link: Santa Barbara in ‘Meetings’ menu.
June 2016
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Change Service Requested

For your Real Estate needs, choose
carefully and choose experience!

“I’ve been a Lawyer for 23 years and a Real Estate Broker with
my own company for over 20 years.”
“As a real estate company owner beginning my 20th year of serving Santa Barbara, I look
forward to helping you buy or sell real estate property, and as always, personally dedicating
myself to striving for excellence in every transaction.”

Gary Goldberg

Over $550,000,000 Sold Since 2000

UC Hastings College of Law • Order of the Coif
CalBRE License # 01172139

(per MLS Statistics in Gross Sales Volume)

Real Estate Broker • Licensed Attorney

Among the top 10 agents in Santa Barbara

• Intensive Marketing Plan for
each listing
• Member, Santa Barbara, Ventura,
and Santa Ynez Real Estate
Boards
• Expert witness in Real Estate
and Divorce Matters, and Estate
Planning
• Licensed Attorney, Professor
Real Estate Laws Course at
SBCC

1086 Coast Village Road, Santa Barbara, California 93108 • Office 805 969-1258 • Cell 805 455-8910
To view my listings visit www.garygoldberg.net • Email gary@coastalrealty.com
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